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Abstract

A set S in the vector space Fnp is �good� if it satis�es any

of the following (almost) equivalent conditions: (1) S are

the rows of a generating matrix for a linear distance code,

(2) All (nontrivial) Fourier coef �cients ofS are bounded

away from 1, (3) The Cayley graph on Fnp with gener ators

S is a good expander.

A good set S must have at least cn vectors (with c >
1). W e study conditions under which S is the orbit of only

a constant number of vectors, under the action of a �nite

group G on the n coor dinates. Suc h succinctly described

sets yield very symmetric codes, and can �ampli�y� small

constant-degree Cayley expanders to exponentially larger

ones.

For the regular action (the coordinates are named by the

elements of the group G), we develop representation the-

oretic conditions on the group G which guarantee the ex-

istence (in fact, abundance) of such few expanding orbits.

The condition is a (nearly tight) upper bound on the dis-

tribution of dimensions of the irreducible representations of

G, and is the main technical contribution of this paper. We

further show a class of groups for which this condition is

implied by the expansion properties of the group G itself!

Combining these, we can iterate the ampli�cation process

abo ve, and give (near-constant degree) Cayley expanders

which are built from Abelian components.

For other natural actions, such as of the af�ne group on

a �nite �eld, we give the �rst explicit construction of such

few expanding orbits.

1 T echnical summary

Below we list the main technical results of the paper .

More details, intuition and references can be found in the

proceedings of STOC 2002.

Identify Fnp with the group algebra Fp [G]. For a vector
f let Gf = f�f : � 2 Gg denote the orbit of f under

G. We �rst gi ve a representation theoretic condition which

guarantees the existence of few orbits whose union form an

expander in Fp [G].
Let rd(G; F) denote the number of irreducible represen-

tations of G overF of dimension at most d and let

m(G; F) = max
d�1

log2 rd(G; F)

d
:

Theorem 1.1 Suppose (p; n) = 1. Then for any

Æ < 1
4 there exist t = O( 1

(1�2Æ)2 (m(G; Fp ) + log p))

elements h1; : : : ; ht 2 Fp [G] suc h that the multiset

S = [ti=1Ghi � Fp [G] is a Æ-expander (i.e. the spectral

gap is Æ).

We next show a class of groups for which the boundedness

ofm(G; C ) and hence the existence of few expandingorbits

in Fp [G] is in fact implied by the expansion properties of the

groupG itself. For a symmetric generating set of S ofG, let

�G(S) denote the spectral gap in the normalized adjacency

matrix of the Cayley graph C(G;S). The group G is an

M`-group if an y complex irreducible representation of G
is induced from a representation of dimension at most ` of
some subgroupH � G.

Theorem 1.2 There exists a constant c suc h that for any

M`-groupG and d � 1

rd(G; C ) � (
c

�G(S)
)2`jSjd :

Results of Lubotzky and Weiss imply that if G is a solv-

able group of derived length n and S � G is a generating

set such that �G(S) � 1=2 then jSj � log(n) jGj (log(n)

denotes the n time iterated logarithm). Our third result

combines the Zig-zag construction of Reingold, Vadhan and

Wigderson with Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 to give an example

of a sequence of solvable groups which comes close to the

Lubotzky-Weiss bound. Let fpigi�1 denote the sequence

of odd primes. Let G0 = S0 = F2 and for n � 0 let Gn+1

be the semi-direct product of Gn and Fpn [Gn] :

Theorem 1.3 There exist symmetric generating sets Sn of

Gn suc h that�Gn(Sn) �
1
2 and for suf�ciently largen

jSnj � log(n=2) jGnj :
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